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What is the new essential for Apache developers? The Apache Phrasebook. Packed with practical solutions, or "phrases," for tasks that the Apache developer much accomplish every day, the phrasebook fills the need for a short, functional, to-the-point reference for Apache. The code contained in the phrasebook is flexible, so it can be easily adapted to your needs. Today's problem is likely to be tomorrow's problem, so don't waste your time on lengthy tutorials. Go straight to practical Apache tools that provide immediately applicable solutions for any situation with the Apache Phrasebook.

Apache has always been at the core of the Web, from its modest beginnings as a fork of the NCSA server to the latest version that's packed with features. Over time it has grown in both capability and complexity to the point that it can be overwhelmingly intimidating to newcomers. The goal of this book is to help you navigate Apache's hundreds of options, as well as serve as a gentle introduction and handy cheat-sheet for common tasks. Just as a language phrasebook can be a priceless companion when visiting a foreign countryhelping you order food or ask for directionsI hope this Apache Phrasebook will be useful to you when configuring your web servers.

Apache Phrasebook provides guidance and snippets so you can customize Apache to suit your individual needs. There is more to Apache, of course, than can be covered in a book this size.
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Process Control Systems: Application, Design, and AdjustmentMcGraw-Hill, 1988
The complete updated edition of this best-selling reference provides an unsurpassed account of process control--from the very basics of theory to advanced control applications. This edition of this guide fully explains control technology principles applied to industrial fluid processes, including time-domain and relative-gain analysis. Control...
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AspectJ in Action: Practical Aspect-Oriented ProgrammingManning Publications, 2003
TheServerSide.com
   "I would highly recommend AspectJ in Action."     

       Freeroller.net
   "You will get the most bang for your buck from Ramnivas' work . . . this book lends itself well to future reuse."     

       JavaRanch.com
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Mastering Entity FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2015

	Effortlessly produce data-driven applications for .NET to address the competing demands of data storage and data modeling with Entity Framework


	About This Book

	
		Understand everything that requires to effectively start developing and managing data driven applications using Entity Framework.
	...
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Android Application Development for the Intel PlatformApress, 2014

	The number of Android devices running on Intel processors has increased since Intel and Google announced, in late 2011, that they would be working together to optimize future versions of Android for Intel Atom processors. Today, Intel processors can be found in Android smartphones and tablets made by some of the top manufacturers of Android...
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The Independent Guide to the Mac 3Dennis Publishing, 2010

	The Independent Guide the the Mac - The ultimate guide to Apple's range.Featuring all the essential tips, crafty techniques and information you need, this fully updated 260-page publication is the definitive guide to whole Apple range for 2010/2011, and is a must have for any switched on individual. Covering the iPad, iPod, iPhone 4 and...
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BootstrapO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Discover how easy it is to design killer interfaces and responsive websites with the Bootstrap framework. This practical book gets you started building pages with Bootstrap&#8217;s Html/Css-based tools and design templates right away. You&#8217;ll also learn how to extend your app with interactive features, using its suite of...
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